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Description
When I change the setting 'save mode', two other settings ('STE' and 'beep prompt') change too.
In the code I see those two settings are a bit special, in hardware you have to set a bit to disable them.
There seems to be logic present already to handle this, but the mechanism does not fully work apparently.
To reproduce:
- Disable 'STE' and 'beep prompt' manually on the radio. Enable 'save mode' manually on the radio.
- Download from the radio in chirp
- Change setting 'save mode' from off to on.
- Upload to the radio in chirp
- Download from the radio in chirp again
- Observe that the settings 'STE' and 'beep prompt' are now enabled.
- Observe that the 'beep prompt' icon on the radio display is showing.

Associated revisions
Revision 2262:fdd23da8ecdd - 09/20/2014 08:30 am - Jim Unroe
[UV-B5] 'STE' and 'BEEP' Settings are not Uploaded to Radio Properly
This patch fixes the problem with the "STE" and "Beep Prompt" settings.
Bug #1917

History
#1 - 09/20/2014 08:35 am - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to Jim Unroe
- Target version set to 0.4.1
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Model affected changed from (All models) to UV-B5
- Platform changed from Linux to All

Bertrik,
Thanks for the clear and concise steps to reproduce this bug. A patch will be submitted soon.
Jim KC9HI
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#2 - 09/20/2014 08:41 am - Jim Unroe
Patch submitted.
Jim KC9HI

#3 - 09/20/2014 12:33 pm - Bertrik Sikken
I confirm it works as expected now, thanks for the quick fix!

#4 - 09/22/2014 03:27 am - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

New daily build is out
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